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he Advanced Explosive Ordnance Disposal Robotic System (AEODRS) is a
Navy-sponsored acquisition program developing a new generation of open,
modular explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) robotic systems. The program has developed a common architecture for a family of systems. The foundation
of that common architecture is the careful partitioning of EOD robotic systems into
capability modules and the definition of intermodule interfaces based on recognized
and accepted open standards. This partitioning facilitates module-level interoperability
for more rapid technology insertion and removes interface incompatibilities that are
barriers to reusing modules among members of the family of systems. In this article,
we discuss our experience with the integration and testing of a modular EOD robotic
system based on an open systems architecture for the AEODRS family of systems. We
describe a phased approach to module and system testing focused first on verification
of module compliance with interface and performance specifications and subsequently
on system performance and operational reliability. Finally, we share lessons learned in
standards assessment and open systems architecture specification through the specification, integration, and testing of multiple independently developed capability modules.

INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV) systems have been used successfully by military
services and are increasingly being used to conduct
dangerous and life-threatening tasks for law enforcement as well as first responder and disaster relief efforts
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around the world. As the application of UGV systems
becomes more pervasive, their deployment and life
cycle logistics support become major concerns. As
UGV missions call for execution of more complex tasks,
it becomes necessary to integrate advanced technolo-
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gies and control schemes. Meeting these challenges
is complicated by a lack of interoperability between
UGV subsystems, which imposes limitations on development and deployment. These challenges are being
addressed by the Advanced Explosive Ordnance Disposal Robotic System (AEODRS) program, which has
a primary goal to develop a common architecture for a
family of UGV systems to enable unprecedented levels
of interoperability.
AEODRS is a Joint Service Explosive Ordnance Disposal (JSEOD) program, executed through the Naval
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division
(NAVEODTECHDIV) via the Navy Program Management Office for Explosive Ordnance Disposal/Counter Remote Controlled Improvised Explosive Device
Electronic Warfare (PMS-408). The foundation of the
AEODRS common architecture is the careful partitioning of explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) robotic sysFigure 1. Photograph of AEODRS dismounted UGV.
tems into capability modules (CMs; subsystems serving
specific functions within the vehicle architecture) and
the definition of common intermodule interfaces at the
THE AEODRS FAMILY OF SYSTEMS
physical, electrical, and logical levels, all based on recogThe AEODRS program conducted a study of EOD
nized and accepted open standards.1 The parallel concept
mission types. This study, conducted by Penn State’s
of an open systems business model, in which the governApplied Research Laboratory, concluded that the EOD
ment owns and controls the architecture definition and
mission space could best be addressed by a family of three
the specifications of the intermodule interfaces, is criticlasses of UGV systems based on a common architeccal to understanding and successful implementation of
ture that would enable maximizing reuse of components
such a modular, open system. In a previous Johns Hopkins
between the family of systems (FoS) members to reduce
APL Technical Digest article,2 we introduced the common
the cost of supporting the FoS in theater. The FoS
architecture and described an implementation approach
resulting from this analysis comprises the dismounted
that would demonstrate its contribution to subsystem
operations system, the tactical operations system, and
the base/infrastructure operations system.
and payload interoperability. We presented a strategy
for incremental integration
and testing of independently
Communications
developed subsystems and
link
payloads leveraging a mixedVisual sensors
simulation system test bed to
CM
enable independent assessment of their architectural
Mobility
compliance. This incremenCM
tal integration and test strategy also reduces integration
schedule dependencies on the
Master
order in which the indepenCM
dently developed subsystems
and payloads are delivered for
integration.3
End-effector
CM
This article focuses on the
experience gained thus far
Autonomous
and the lessons learned while
behaviors
assessing architectural comCM
Manipulator
pliance and performing the
CM
Power system
CM
integration of independently
developed CMs delivered by
multiple vendors.
Figure 2. AEODRS dismounted UGV CMs.
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The dismounted operations system is the first
AEODRS system to be fielded and is the smallest UGV
in the FoS. It must be able to fit fully into a backpack,
which places a premium on size and weight. It includes a
compact, lightweight UGV and a lightweight handheld
operator control unit (OCU). It is intended to focus on
reconnaissance tasks but is also capable of supporting the
placement of countercharges to disrupt a device. A photograph of the dismounted UGV is shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 2
provides a view of the UGV showing its constituent CMs.
The tactical operations system is the second AEODRS
system; its primary mission focus is in-depth reconnaissance and wide-range item prosecution. It is a mediumsized system that must be able to be transported in a
vehicle, and it must be capable of being carried by two
technicians over a moderate distance. The base/infrastructure System is the third AEODRS system and is the
largest variant of the FoS. It requires transportation via
a response vehicle or trailer and has a primary mission
focus on tasks requiring heavy load and lift capabilities
and the widest range of neutralization, render-safe, and
other special capabilities. The tactical operations and
base/infrastructure systems each include a larger, portable OCU that supports their increased functionality.
In addition, the basic UGV functionality of each system
can be controlled by the lightweight handheld OCU of
the smaller dismounted operations system.

AEODRS COMMON ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
CMs for the AEODRS system derive from a
decomposition of key capabilities identified by the EOD
community as important for AEODRS UGVs. The
CMs implemented for the dismounted operations system
UGV are partitioned and interconnected as illustrated
in Fig. 3 and listed with brief descriptions in Table 1.
The AEODRS common architecture is a distributed
architecture, as suggested by the module partitioning. In
this architecture, the system consists of two primary subsystems: an OCU and a UGV. The UGV subsystem is
itself a distributed system consisting of a set of intercommunicating CMs connected by a single network. This
on-vehicle network, referred to as the intrasubsystem
network, is separate and distinct from the intersubsystem network linking the OCU subsystem and the UGV
subsystem. The routing of messages between the two
networks is one of the primary tasks of the master CM.
The logical architecture builds on the Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) standard,4
which specifies transport, protocols, and messages to
be used in the control of unmanned systems. JAUS is
now a Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standard
supported by a suite of SAE specification and guidelines
documents.5, 6 The JAUS standard has been successfully
demonstrated in multiple advanced prototypes tested
in operational scenarios under realistic conditions.

UGV
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Mobility CM
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CM contains other
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CM does not contain
other CMs
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Power bus
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Figure 3. CM partitioning for AEODRS dismounted UGV. CM-AB, Autonomous behaviors CM.
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Table 1. CMs for dismounted UGV
CM

Description

Power

Provides electrical power for all other UGV modules

Communications

Provides a data link between the UGV and the OCU

Master

Provides common system-level services and communications management including support for configuration of services (detection, registration, publication, subscription) provided by the UGV modules

Mobility

Provides the propulsion system for the UGV and includes the UGV chassis/body

Manipulator

Provides for control and operation of a (typically) multisegment jointed arm and thus a means for the
UGV to reach to or toward objects of interest

End-effector

Attaches to the distal end of the manipulator and provides means to grasp or otherwise manipulate an
object of interest

Visual sensors

Provide visual view(s) of the UGV surroundings via one or more sensors (e.g., full-light cameras and
thermal imagers) and provides for management and control of those sensors as well as formatting and
transmission of each sensor’s data

Autonomous behavior

Implements autonomous navigation, high-level manipulation behaviors, and other autonomous and
semiautonomous control behaviors

The AEODRS program developed a documentation
set that provides architectural descriptions, performance
specifications, and interface specifications for the physical, electrical, and logical interfaces of each module.7, 8
Concurrent with the development of the architecture,
and the document set expressing the architecture, the
program developed an integration and testing strategy
intended to detect, mitigate, and manage critical risks
associated with system architecture implementation.3

tectural requirements and the unique functionality for
its contracted CM. The various JAUS frameworks used
by the vendors include the JAUS Tool Set (JTS), OpenJAUS, JAUS++, and vendor-specific frameworks such as
mJAUS and micro-JAUS. The vendors’ use of different
frameworks, different processor architectures, and different development toolchains and styles provided a test of
the completeness of the logical interface definitions and
the architecture description.

COMMON ARCHITECTURE IMPLEMENTATION

Incremental Integration and Test Concept

The AEODRS document set was provided to members of industry to support the development, design, and
construction of prototype CMs for a proof-of-concept
prototype UGV system satisfying the requirements of
the dismounted operations system. Allocating all modules to a single vendor weakens the architectural demonstration, in that it is more likely that a single performer
will make consistent assumptions when ambiguities
exist within the document set than that multiple unrelated organizations will do so. Allocating modules to
different vendors increases the potential for identifying
and resolving any ambiguous, incomplete, or conflicting
specifications. Maintaining close communication with
each vendor during its CM development provided the
APL team, in its system integration role, with further
opportunity to identify and eliminate latent ambiguities
from the AEODRS document set.
Each of the selected vendors independently developed and delivered at least one of the CMs listed in
Table 1. Although the CMs were independently developed to comply with the AEODRS document set, each
vendor used its preferred JAUS framework to meet archi-
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Early in the program, a simplified simulation of the
system was constructed and used to build confidence in
the open system architecture approach for AEODRS.
This simulation test bed, known as the “architecture test
bed,” leveraged an existing EOD UGV training simulator to provide a physics-based simulation capability. This
simulation capability was then used by a family of “surrogate CMs,” each of which substituted for one CM of the
FoS by providing an AEODRS-compliant interface for
that CM and interfacing to the modified training simulator for physics-based simulation of the CM’s behavior.
Thus, each surrogate CM provided a standards-compliant facade referred to in AEODRS documentation as an
AEODRS adaptor.2 This concept was carried forward
into the development of a mixed-simulation system test
bed for incremental integration and testing.
Although we made our integration plans on the basis
of a specific order of CM delivery from the vendors, we
realized that it was unlikely that the CMs would become
available for integration and testing in the order originally planned. As mitigation, the APL team, as the
system integrator, developed an integration approach
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that relied on the use of simulation in the early stages.
This incremental integration approach relied on the
use of the system test bed and its simulation-based surrogates for each CM defined in the AEODRS system.
The modular simulation support provided by the system
test bed enabled us to substitute CM simulations for
CMs not yet available for integration. The use of this
mixed-simulation environment for integration relaxed
our program dependence on a given fixed sequence of
module delivery. This proved to be valuable to the program because the sequence in which CM prototypes
were delivered differed significantly from the planned
delivery sequence. The use of our mixed-simulation
system test bed also allowed us to test a delivered prototype CM in a system composed of previously integrated
CM surrogates, enabling us to examine the behavior of
a prototype CM in a previously tested configuration.
This in turn enabled us to pursue incremental (stepwise)
module integration, controlling the scope of each integration increment and maintaining a controlled integration environment.

SYSTEM TEST BED
In the following paragraphs, we discuss the construction of the mixed-simulation system test bed in
further detail.

Basic Configuration
The system test bed used COTS computer hardware
as the platform for the OCU subsystem. This “desktop OCU” was used to host the OCU software developed by Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command
(SPAWAR) Systems Center as a variant of SPAWAR’s
Multi-Robot OCU (MOCU).9
Figure 4 illustrates a block diagram of the AEODRS
system test bed depicting the interconnection of the surrogate CMs and the MOCU-based OCU.
The OCU connects via the intersubsystem network
to the intersubsystem network port of the master CM;
the intersubsystem network is presently represented in
the test bed by an Ethernet switch, as shown in Fig. 4.
The test bed provides a functional surrogate for the final
master CM; the surrogate is implemented on an embedded PC (test bed node 1) supporting two network interfaces (for the OCU-facing intersubsystem network and
the intrasubsystem network onboard the UGV). The
functionality provided by the surrogate is as described
for the master CM. In addition to replicating the features
of a given CM, a surrogate CM can also incorporate
optional fault-injection and other testing features useful
in system evaluation but not necessary or not desired in
the actual CM. In this spirit, the surrogate master was
used as a convenient point at which to introduce communications delay and to corrupt packet data to evaluate
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Figure 4. System test bed topology overview. NI, network interface.
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running the OCU software
(MOCU) and the simulation engine (ERTS), as well
as a laptop hosting the surrogate CMs (CM-server), a
laptop hosting the surrogate
master CM (CM-MAS), and
a laptop hosting the surrogate autonomous behaviors
CM (CM-AB).

Incremental Integration and
Testing Implementation

Initial system testing used
a full-simulation configuration of the system test bed
in which simulations were
Figure 5. Early system test bed configuration.
employed for all CMs. This
enabled the team to examthe impact of latency and packet loss on system perforine the expected interactions between CMs and the
mance. As with the intersubsystem network, external
observed behavior of the system prior to the availabilconnection to the intrasubsystem network was impleity of any hardware CMs. A conceptual diagram of this
mented via an Ethernet switch in the test bed.
configuration appears in Fig. 6.
The remaining CM surrogates serve as AEODRS
Before the availability of any prototype CMs, the
adaptor front ends for the simulation engine; these sursystem test bed consisted of simulation-based surrogate
rogates run on a second embedded PC (test bed node 2)
CMs, as shown in Fig. 6. This enabled testing and intedistinct from the computer running the master CM surgration of the surrogate CMs.
rogate. Each of these surrogates supports the AEODRS
The first hardware CM realization to be incorpological system interfaces specified for the CM they reprated was the master CM (CM-MAS). The master CM
resent. As AEODRS adaptors, the surrogates provide an
simulation was disabled, and the hardware CM-MAS
interface to the simulation engine.
connected into the test bed using the standard CM
The simulation engine provides a physics-based simuinterfaces. This configuration is depicted in Fig. 7.
lation of the UGV EOD system within virtual spatial
This stepwise integration process was continued,
environments representative of common EOD missions.
replacing simulated CM capabilities with hardware CMs
The simulator engine is based on an operator training
as those CMs were delivered by the vendors. The endsystem (the EOD Robot Training Simulator, or ERTS)
point of stepwise integration was a system in which each
developed for NAVEODTECHDIV by a team at Battelle
CM surrogate had been replaced by its corresponding
Memorial Institute. The simulator accepts and executes
CM prototype unit. During the stepwise integration
commands, updating status and representative video.
process, the simulation-based system test bed became a
The video simulation is provided via AEODRS messagmixed-simulation test bed, with the endpoint being the
ing compliant with the visual sensor CM interfaces.
fully integrated prototype UGV.
Each surrogate CM supports and participates in the
When a prototype CM was received for integration
AEODRS discovery process (detection, identification,
and testing, the CM was first subjected to a unit test
registration, and publication of services). Thus, if a
regime, which exercised its interfaces for logical archigiven CM surrogate is not started, its services will not
tecture compliance, followed by functional testing in a
be published in the discovery registration tables. This
system context with known and tested surrogates of all
provides the flexibility the system test bed requires to
other CMs. Once the prototype CM under test demonsupport substitution of simulated CMs for physical CM
strated implementation of conforming interfaces and
realizations (and vice versa), which enables the test bed
basic expected module functionality, the behavior of
to support the AEODRS incremental integration and
the prototype CM was evaluated in the system test bed
testing approach.
using surrogate CMs for the other CMs in the system.
Figure 5 is a photograph of one of the early system
After successful integration with the surrogate CMs,
test beds in APL’s AEODRS Lab. The photograph is
the prototype was then integrated with other previously
labeled with the identification of each node as shown in
tested prototype CMs, still within the system test bed
Fig. 4. These labeled nodes show the COTS computers
environment. The team was able to evaluate the interacHandheld controller
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Figure 6. System test bed with all CMs simulated. JUDP, JAUS transport for User Datagram Protocol.

tions more effectively by controlling the introduction of
new integrands within the test bed. As integration issues
appeared, the team was able to compare the behaviors
of the system with a given hardware CM to the system’s
behavior using the corresponding simulated CM.
The mixed-simulation capability of the system test
bed enabled the team to perform initial integration of
the visual sensor CM and the manipulator CM prior
to the availability of the mobility CM (the UGV platform itself). Furthermore, construction of three mixedsimulation system test beds enabled us to perform initial
integration and testing of multiple prototype CMs concurrently, without entailing the construction of multiple
mobility CM (platform) prototypes. Thus, we found that
multiple simulation test beds, based on relatively inexpensive COTS hardware, provided increased flexibility
in integration and test planning and execution.
As the program evolved, we found that the CM vendors wanted to implement the system test bed in their
own facilities so that they could perform the initial
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interface testing and initial integration testing in house
before shipping their prototype CM to APL for integration and testing. We embraced their desire and provided
each vendor with test bed documentation and software
and testing scripts that enabled each vendor to stand
up their own system test bed and perform initial testing. We found that this reduced the number of initial
test failures encountered by the APL integration team.
We believe that the ability to respond to vendor requests
for in-house initial testing and integration support further demonstrates the flexibility of COTS-based mixedsimulation test bed support for testing and integration.

Analysis Tools
The intersubsystem network switch and the intra
subsystem network switch provide means by which
additional laptop computers (labeled “Analysis laptop
access” in Fig. 4) may be attached to perform packet
capture and message stream analysis on both networks
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Figure 7. System test bed with CM-MAS hardware.

as part of compliance assessment and performance measurement. Analysis of packets captured on the intrasubsystem network supported logical interface compliance
testing as described above; packets captured on the
intersubsystem network supported analysis of OCU logical interface message compliance. The use of a common
time base for capture of packets from both networks
enabled us to assess latency incurred in the communications link and the master CM message routing. We used
the popular Wireshark network protocol analyzer tool
(http://www.wireshark.org) for this purpose, along with
a Wireshark plug-in designed to dissect JAUS messages.
The JAUS dissector “dissects” (parses and displays)
JAUS messages. The JAUS standard documents define
services and message content formally, using the JAUS
Service Interface Definition Language (JSIDL);10 this
enabled the JAUS community to develop a Wireshark
dissector plug-in whose parser obtains its knowledge of
message content by reading the JSIDL provided with the
standards documents.
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To facilitate unit testing, we developed a stimulus/
response software package. Running on the OCU platform, this package incorporated a script language for
expressing sequences of messages to be sent to, and
the expected responses from, the CM under test. The
script language, based on XML, also provided means
to specify the timing between stimulus messages and
timeouts associated with response receipt. The script
engine constructed messages and expected responses
based on human-readable script files written and maintained by our test team; the script engine relied on the
publicly available JSIDL definitions of the messages;
thus, adding new messages or updating message support required only updating or adding JSIDL message
definitions to the JSIDL message definition files used by
the script engine. We did not need to update the script
engine software to incorporate updates or extensions to
the message set.
We found that these tools enabled us to test more
efficiently, reducing the tedium of testing and enabling
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us to focus more effectively on the testing of the system,
less distracted by the “care and feeding” of our tools.

LESSONS LEARNED
The pre-prototype integration exercise has provided
feedback and refinement for the architecture, its interface definitions, and the associated documentation. In
the following paragraphs, we share a few of the broader
lessons, which should be applicable to other projects
seeking to develop and implement a modular open systems architecture.
1. Our pre-prototype strategy involved subcontracting the development of the individual CMs to multiple independent vendors. We felt that ambiguities
in specifications are often bridged by the reader’s
assumptions and that a single developer would likely
make consistent assumptions, with the result that
ambiguities would not be exposed during prototype
development. For the best verification of interface
specification completeness, we felt it best that the
prototype modules be implemented on at least two
different processor architecture platforms using at
least two different JAUS frameworks and software
development toolchains. In our system integration
efforts, we uncovered several minor incompatibilities between the JAUS frameworks our vendors used.
Early CM unit testing within the mixed-simulation
test bed enabled us to quickly identify the incompatibilities. In all cases, the incompatibilities were
avoidable and could be mitigated by providing guidance in the use of framework features not required
for successful implementation.
2. Early exposure contributed to identifying issues with
the DHCP client configuration for the intersubsystem network interface of CM-MAS. Insufficient
client configuration guidance had been provided in
the interface control document for CM-MAS. After
initial testing at APL, guidance was added to the
document and provided to the vendor. Similar issues
were identified and resolved with respect to DHCP
lease parameters for the DHCP intersubsystem network server (provided by the MOCU subsystem) and
the DHCP intrasubsystem network server (provided
by CM-MAS). Again, the critical observation is that
such issues are readily resolved when identified early;
early exposure, both by document reviews and by
early testing facilitated by the mixed-simulation test
bed, is helpful.
3. Successful unit testing of each CM (including the
exercise of interfaces, and specifically the exercise of
all specified messages) before integration of that CM
reduced system integration. Thorough unit testing
in the controlled test bed environment minimizes
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the number of issues encountered during system
integration. Providing a system test bed that supports testing of an individual CM in isolation from
other vendor CMs is valuable.
4. Early testing uncovered omissions in the early
architecture definition document for the AEODRS
common architecture (ADD-CA). Through this
testing, we identified weaknesses in the JAUS discovery process and added guidance to the ADD-CA
to assure robust, complete registration of services.
Independent CM development resulting in independent discovery implementations, followed by careful
system integration testing and analysis, made it possible to isolate these issues and track them to the
root cause in a timely manner.
5. Despite document review efforts by APL and our
partners in the AEODRS system development and
integration team (SDIT), inconsistencies in electrical interface definitions remained in the initial
release of the document set. Interface inconsistencies are possible, so it is important to exercise all
interfaces—logical, electrical, and physical—during
unit testing and early system integration testing.
6. Our system test bed configuration implemented the
intersubsystem network and the intrasubsystem network using simple managed Ethernet switches. This
enabled us to use port mirroring for packet capture
and logging. This, in turn, enabled us to configure
our packet capture to encompass all packets on the
network, or all packet traffic to and from a specific
CM. This proved a valuable feature in investigation
of interactions between CMs.
7. At the system performance testing stage, we found
it necessary to isolate latencies associated with the
propagation of video packets through the system. We
found that use of a dual-homed analysis workstation
configuration (supporting connections to two different networks by means of two independent network
interfaces), with packet capture software capable of
concurrent capture from multiple network interfaces
using a common time base, simplified our latency
analysis efforts significantly.
8. We encouraged each module vendor to assemble a
copy of our mixed-simulation system test bed and
provided them with copies of our stimulus/response
testing package; this enabled the module vendors to
perform development testing and predelivery testing equivalent to our own. The vendors embraced
the mixed-simulation test bed and tools. The APL
team and the vendor teams all believe that their pre
testing accelerated the system integration effort at
APL and reduced the need for vendor personnel to
be present through integration.
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9. All of the vendors were given direct access to our
bug tracking tool, GForge. The GForge tool allowed
us to set priorities for problem resolution and provided direct feedback to the vendors on the status of
the integration of their equipment. This tight loop
for problem identification and resolution reduced the
system integration time.
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